
  

LIGHT

Light is what makes photography work! 

It is the main component of all photographic processes. 

It is the element that early inventors had to figure out how to capture and “fix” in order 

for the photograph to exist.

View from the Window at Le Gras 
a heliographic image 
One of the oldest surviving camera photographs

Nicéphore Niépce 
1826 or 1827
Saint-Loup-de-Varennes, France



  

IN PHOTOGRAPHY
NATURAL VS. ARTIFICIAL LIGHT

1. Natural Light aka “Available Light”:
- Lights Rays from the Sun

2. Artificial Light:
- Everything Else



  

3 General Types of Light
(can be captured naturally and artificially)

DIRECT  - high contrast, bright highlights/dark shadows

DIRECTIONAL – partly direct/partly diffused, softer highs and lows

DIFFUSED – low contrast, low light from all sides

(see handout)

 



  

METZ FLASH

Manual link 1

Manual link 2

http://www.jimmaginn.com/majorfigures/pdf/metz45.pdf
http://www.cameramanuals.org/flashes_meters/metz_mecablitz_45_ct_5.pdf


  

METZ FLASH
● Can work with focal plane 

shutters and leaf shutter 
cameras

● Comes with a rechargeable 
battery and a battery pack kit 
for you to use AA batteries

● Can offer creative Bounce 
flash options with its 
attachment mount



  

Portable flashes

- Electronic flash was developed late 1950's while flashbulbs were still in general use.
- Early units were expensive and often large and heavy as the power unit was a separate 
unit to the flash gun head and was powered by a large lead-acid battery, and usually carried
 by the photographer by means of a shoulder strap.



  

WHY USE PORTABLE FLASH?
● To stand in as main 

light source when 
ambient (i.e. natural) 
light is inadequate, or 
as a supplementary 
light source in more 
complex lighting 
situations. 



  

● Basic flash lighting produces a hard, frontal light unless modified in some way.

Several techniques are used to soften light from the flash or provide other effects:

THINK
 
1) DIFFUSION OF LIGHT 

●Softboxes, and Diffusers that cover the flash lamp (e.g. kleenex)

2) REFLECTION OF LIGHT 
●Reflectors, umbrellas, flat white backgrounds, drapes

3) BOUNCING (REDIRECTION) OF LIGHT “BOUNCING THE FLASH”

Technique in which flash is directed onto a reflective surface, for example a white ceiling or a flash 
umbrella, which then reflects light onto the subject. 

It can be used as fill-flash (a supplemental source of light in addition to the ambient light) or, 
if used indoors, as ambient lighting for the whole scene. 

Bouncing creates softer, less artificial-looking illumination than direct flash, often reducing overall 
contrast and expanding shadow and highlight detail, and typically requires more flash power than 
direct lighting.



  

BOUNCING THE FLASH



  

Why ?
● More lighting

● Different lighting

● Control over your lighting

Using natural light can create many different
kinds of interesting and compelling images
but most photographers require additional 
artificial lighting.

NATURAL AMBIENT LIGHTING vs. 
ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING



  

4 main types of artificial lighting
equipment:

Continuous (constant light emission)
-color temperature of light
Varies depending on type of equipment
-generally not as bright as strobe-flash so you need
Wider apertures / longer exposures
-doesn't have to synchronize with shutter speed
-can use your in-camera meter 

1. incandescent
2. fluorescent
3. LED

Non-Continuous or Strobe (burst of 
light)
- color temperature mimics daylight
- must be synchronized with camera shutter
- a camera with a leaf shutter can be used with a 
flash at any shutter speed when set to X sync
-with SLR cameras they use a “focal plane” 
shutter so need to use a standardized pre 
determined flash shutter speed (1/60, 1/125...)

4. studio strobes that sit on tripods 
and 
portable flash kits



  

1. incandescent1. incandescent
- common light bulb
- “hot lights” used in studio or movie sets

Continuous lamps that use bulbs that emit continuous, warm spectrum of light



  

2. fluorescent
- common tube office lights
- new “energy saving” compact fluorescent bulbs

- traditionally Green (cold) colour temperature

They are difficult to white balance/colour balance for film photography because
fluorescent tubes come in various colour temperatures (cool white, warm white,
daylight balanced, traditional “green”). Use grey cards if needed/possible. 

cf bulb



  

3. LED
- their colour temperature varies a lot depending on the brand and quality
- some brands have slide in filter panels or 2 adjustable colour temperatures
- generally light quality is harsh and doesn’t spread very far. good idea to bounce light off 
Walls or use diffusion material 
- Some LED’s aren’t bright enough to shoot still photographs with, unless you use a high 
ISO (800+) or put them very close to your subject.
- good for inanimate objects
- They are useful for video and can be transported easily without worrying about breakage.



  

4. STROBE / Studio Flash4. STROBE / Studio Flash

Most modern strobes come with a built-in modeling light—
a light bulb placed near the actual strobe which can help 
You preview what the lighting effect will be. 

You can then shut off the modeling light so that your model 
won't feel self conscious, if the light is too close. Strobe lights are connected to each other and 1 is a “Master” light while the other
Lights are “subs” Make sure this setting is turned ON so they are synchronized.

In terms of color temperature / correction, strobe lighting is always daylight-balanced, unless
filters/gels are placed in front of them.

The power ratings of strobes and continuous lights (think lamps that stay on) are different, with strobes
typically being more powerful, because of the major burst of energy put out in a second.

BULB
YOU 
NEVER
NEVER
NEVER
TOUCH 
IT 
EVER
!



  

THE STUDIO
SET UP



  

Equipment

- STROBE FLASHES (VISATEC)

- REFLECTORS
- PORTABLE LIGHT METER

- EXTENSION CORD

- SOFTBOXES (3 sizes)

-TRIPOD - LIGHT STANDS

- BOOM
- UMBRELLAS
- SANDBAGS (always in studio)

STUDIO EQUIPMENT NEEDS
VARY DEPENDING ON
YOUR PROJECT – ARE YOU USING 
STROBE LIGHTS OR JUST A PORTABLE 
FLASH? EXPLAIN TO THE TECHNICIAN. - METZ FLASH

- PORTABLE FLASH
- YOUR CAMERA



  

sandbag

boom

softboxes

Light Stands



  

RULES

1. You may only use the strobe lights and studio accessories when the 
Photo depot is open during its service hours (see google drive)

2. You have to receive a studio darkroom demo to be allowed access

3. It is your responsibility to make sure you follow equipment protocols
To avoid accidents or hazards
-make sure you “pop” the visatec before turning it off
-never touch the bulb and never attach softboxes to the visatec after you've built
Them
-always use sand bags on stands

4. don't overbook your studio time. If you are not going to use it, call the photo
Depot to cancel.

5. you have to put everything back properly into its bag and fold all the stands
Everything is placed back on the studio cart and then you notify the technician.

6. never try to change the backdrop yourself – ever. 
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3 point lighting



  

The Key Light – 
is the main light 
used on your 
subject.

The Fill Light – 
The purpose of 
this light is to fill in 
the shadows
created by the key 
light, preventing 
them from getting 
too dark.

The Back Light – 
This is used to 
separate the 
subject from the
background.



  

Lighting Tips

● The bigger the light source, the softer the light.
● The closer your light source is from your 

subject, the broader your light source will be 
and more rays will strike your subject from 
different angles.

● The more diffused the source, the softer the 
light.



  

More topics...

Colourour Issues

- warm vs. cold

- exposure and colour film +  colour paper

- photo colour theory

- colour as form and content

Always check links on websiteAlways check links on website


